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Abstract 
This paper gives an overview of promising new developments in robust stability and perfor- 
mance analysis of linear control systems with real parametric uncertainty. The goal is to develop 
a practical algorithm for medium size problems, where medium size means less than 100 real pa- 
rameters, and "practical" means avoiding combinatoric (nonpolynomial) growth in computation 
with the number of parameters for all of the problems which arise in engineering applications. 
We present an algorithm and experimental evidence to suggest that this goal has, for the first 
time, been achieved. We also place these results in context by comparing with other approaches 
to robustness analysis and considering potential extensions, including controller synthesis. 
1 Introduction 
Robust stability and performance analysis with real parametric uncertainty can be naturally for- 
mulated as a Structured Singular Value, or p ,  problem, where the block structured uncertainty 
description is allowed to  contain both real and complex blocks. It is assumed that  the reader is 
familiar with this type of robustness analysis, as space constraints preclude covering both the en- 
gineering motivation and the computational issues. For more engineering motivation of the use of 
these approaches, see [ I ,  21 and the references therein. 
The approach t o  mixed p computation talien in this paper involves upper and lower bounds [3,4] 
which are usually reasonably close, together with a Branch and Bound scheme t o  refine the bounds 
when necessary. The upper bound was presented in [3] and involves minimizing the eigenvalues of 
a Hermitian matrix, while the lower bound can be tackled with a modified power algorithm [4]. 
Practical computation schemes for these bounds are described in section 5 and are available in 
conjunction with the p-Tools toolbox [I]. The quality of these bounds, and their computational 
requirements as a function of problem size, are explored in [5] and in section 5.3.  While the bounds 
are usually accurate enough for engineering purposes, occasionally they are not. This is in contrast 
with the purely complex nonrepeated case, where no examples of problems with large gaps have 
been found. The use of Branch and Bound schemes t o  improve upon existing bounds has been 
suggested by several autlzors (see [6, 7, 81 and the references therein). 
It is now well known that  real p problems can be discontinuous in the problem data  [9] and 
that  computation for the general mixed p problem is NP complete [ l o ,  11, 121. Neither result 
is surprising in retrospect, and in section 4, we will consider the implications of these results for 
computation of mixed p. We will argue that the discontinuities have little relevance for problems 
motivated by engineering applications, but the N P  completeness results are extremely important, 
having adverse implications for certain research directions. 
Roughly speaking, the fact that mixed p is NP complete means that it cannot be computed 
exactly in the worst case without entirely unacceptable growth in computation cost with problem 
size. To obtain acceptable computation one is forced either to consider special cases, or relax 
the requirement for exact computation on worst-case problems. In section 4.3 we consider several 
special cases, including those involved in Kharitonov's theorem [13] and its extensions. Essentially 
all of these special cases can be viewed as problems where p is equal to its upper bound, which is 
relatively easy to  compute. Unfortunately, few engineering problems fit any of these special cases, 
so they are of limited practical value, and the NP completeness results strongly suggest that they 
cannot be usefully extended. 
Since the general mixed p problem is N P  complete, we do not attempt to solve it exactly 
but rather obtain good bounds. Furthermore, recent results [ll] suggest that even approximate 
methods are also NP complete, so we will not expect good worst case behavior but rather aim for 
good typical behavior. Practical algorithms for other NP complete problems exist and typically 
involve approximation, heuristics, branch-and-bound, or local search. Results presented in [5] and 
this paper strongly suggest that an intelligent combination of all these techniques can yield a 
practical algorithm for the mixed p problem. On the other hancl, routine application of any of 
these methods generally seeins to  produce algorithms with clearly exponential growth rates even 
on small problems. For example, using Branch and Bound with crude bounds (see [6]) appears to 
have exponential growth on typical problems [5]. 
A selection of results from a fairly extensive numerical study of these issues is presented in 
section 6. These numerical experiments suggests that if one is interested in solving fairly large 
problems, then one can only expect the Branch and Bound scheme to achieve a degree of accuracy 
that the bounds usually get anyway, which in this case is approximately 20%. Thus the Branch 
and Bound scheme is not being used as a general computation scheme per se, but only to  fix the 
occasional problems for which the bounds are poor, and for these problems to  achieve the degree 
of accuracy which the bounds typically get. This reinforces the results in [5] and emphasizes the 
necessity for good bounds. Fortunately, computing p to within 20% accuracy is generally quite 
adequate for engineering purposes. 
2 Notation and Definitions 
The notation used here is fairly standard and is essentially taken from [3] and [4]. For any square 
complex matrix M we denote the complex conjugate transpose by M*. The largest singular value 
and the structured singular value are denoted by 3 ( M )  and pK(M) respectively. The spectral 
radius is denoted p(M) and pR(M) = max{lXI : X is  a real eigenvalue of M) ,  with pR(M) = 0 
if nil has no real eigenvalues. For a Hermitian matrix M ,  then ' ; i ; ( ~ )  and X,,,(M) denote the 
largest and smallest (real) eigenvalues respectively. For any complex vector x, then x* denotes the 
complex conjugate transpose and 1x1 the Euclidean norm. We denote the k x k identity matrix and 
zero matrix by Ij, and Ok respectively. 
The definition of p is dependent upon the underlying block structure of the uncertainties, which 
is defined as follows. Suppose we have a matrix h!l E CnXn and three non-negative integers m,, 
m,, and m c  (with m := m, + m, + rnc 5 n) which specify the number of uncertainty blocks of 
each type. Then the blocli structure IC(m,, m,, mc) is an m-tuple of positive integers 
This m-tuple specifies the dimensions of the perturbation blocks, a,nd we require Cgl k; = n 
in order that these dimensions are compatible with M .  This determines the set of allowable 
perturbations, namely define 
XK: = {A = block diag(6[Ikl,. . . , 6L,Ikm, , 6TIkm,+1,. . . , 
C 
G c I k  ,,+mc ,A1 , . . . , A  2,) : 
6;' E R, 6;" E C, E Ckm~+m~+iXkm,+m~+~ 1 
Note that XK E Cnxn and that this block structure is sufficiently general to  allow for (any com- 
bination of) repeated real scalars, repeated complex scalars, and full complex blocks. The purely 
complex case corresponds to m, = 0, and the purely real case to  m, = m c  = 0. 
Note also that all the results which follow are easily generalized to the case where the full complex 
blocks need not be square, and the blocks may come in any order. VVe make these restrictions in 
(2) purely for notational convenience. 
Definition 1 ([14]) The structured singular value, pK(M), of a matrix M E CnXn with respect to 
a block structure IC(rn,, m,, mc) is defined as 
pn(M) = (, min {F(A) : det(I - AM) = 0) 
AEXK 
with plc(M) = O if no A E XK solves det(I  - AM) = 0. 
In order to  develop the upper and lower bound theory we need to define some sets of block diagonal 
scaling matrices (which, like p itself, are also dependent on the underlying block structure). 
GK: = {block diag(G1,. . . , G,,, Okmrtl,. . . ,Oh,) : 
G . - G ; ~ c "  z  k .  
2 x  %I- 
fix = {block diag(D1, . - .  ,n%+,,, d ~ I k ~ , + r n , + ~ ,  . - - ; drnclie,) : 
det(D;) + 0,D; E C";"",d; # 0,d; E C) 
$K = {block diag(g1,. . . ,gn,, On,) : g; E R) 
where n, = Czl k; and n, = n - n,. 
3 Upper and Lower Bounds for Mixed p 
First consider the computation of a lower bound. Note that one cannot simply 'cover7 the real 
perturbations with complex ones (and then use the complex p lower bound) since that would 
include perturbations from outside the permissible set XK,  and so would not yield a valid lower 
bound. The key to  obtaining a lower bound lies in the fact that the p problem may be reformulated 
as a real eigenvalue maximization. The following theorem is taken from [4]. 
Theorem 1 ([4]) For any ~natrix M E C n x n ,  and any compatible block structure K  
This immediately gives us a theoretical lower bound since we have that for any & E QK, pR(&M) < 
pK(M).  The idea then is to  find an efficient way to  compute a local maximum of the function 
pR(&M) over & E QK. Note that since this function is non-convex we cannot guarantee to  find 
the global maximum and hence we only obtain a lower bound for p. The practical computation of 
such a local maximum is discussed in section 5.1. 
Now consider an upper bound for p. One could, for the purposes of the upper bound, replace 
the real perturbations with complex ones (and then use the complex p upper bound) since this 
would cover the admissible perturbation set XK. IIowever this approach does not exploit the phase 
information that is present in the real perturbations, and hence the bound is frequently poor. 
The upper bound presented in [3] does exploit this phase information and gives a bound which is 
never worse than the standard upper bound from complex p theory (see [15] for example) and is 
frequently much better. The following theorem is taken from [3]. 
Theorem 2 ([3]) For any matrix M E C n x n ,  and any compatible block structure K ,  suppose a, 
is the result of the minimization problem 
a, = inf lmin{a : (M'DM + j (GM - M'G) - a D )  < o}] 
D O x :  f f € R  
GEGK 
then an upper bound for p is given by 
Since the above minimization involves an LMI (Linear Matrix Inequality), it is convex (so that 
all local minima are global) and hence this bound is computationally attractive. The practical 
computation of the upper bound is discussed briefly in section 5.2. 
4 Fundamental Properties and Their Implications 
The problem of analyzing robustness with respect to real parameter variations has received a 
great deal of attention in recent years. Although there have been many different approaches to  the 
problem, it is only a mild oversimplification to lilmp these efforts into two major research programs. 
One is typified by the approach taken in this paper and may be thought of as attempting to  extend 
the complex p theory [16] to handle real perturbations. The other research program has focused on 
extending I<haritonov7s celebrated result [13] on interval polynomials to more general uncertainty 
structures. In this section we will briefly try to put both of these approaches in a common context 
in order to  consider the implications of several recent results that are relevant to  both research 
programs. The polynomial approach can easily be studied using the p / L  FT frameworli used in 
this paper, so we will adopt this point of view. 
We will first consider the implications of the result that the purely real p problem is discontin- 
uous in the problem data. We will argue that discontinuities will not actually occur in problems of 
engineering interest. Nevertheless, these results do suggest that mixed p computation may some- 
times be poorly conditioned. In contrast, we will see that the result that mixed p is, in general, an 
NP complete problem has very important and direct implications for practical application of any 
computational schemes. Indeed, this result strongly suggests that entire classes of algorithms that 
attempt to  compute mixed p will be prohibitively expensive, even on problems of moderate size. 
There are two strategies that one can adopt to deal with this apparent intractability of mixed 
p computation. One possibility is to consider special cases, and this will be the final topic of this 
section. We shall see that most special cases for which there are favorable results happen to  occur 
on problems where it can be guaranteed a priori that p will be equal to its upper bound, and 
can therefore be computed as a convex optimization problem. This applies to the major results in 
both the p and polynomial approaches. Unfortunately, these special cases are relevant to  very few 
problems of engineering interest, so other strategies such as the one advocated in this paper must 
be adopted. 
4.1 Continuity 
It is now well known that real ,LL problems can be discontinuous in the problem data (see [9]). This 
clearly adds computational difficulties to the problem, since any method involving some type of 
search (e. g. frequency response) must address the possibility of missing a point of discontinuity. 
More importantly however this sheds serious doubt on the usefulness of real p as a robustness 
measure in such cases. This is because the system model is always a mathematical abstraction 
from the real world, and is only computed to  finite precision, so that it would seem reasonable to  
require that any type of robustness measure we use be continuous in the problem data. 
It is shown in [17] how to regularize these problems by essentially adding a small amount of 
complex uncertainty to  each real uncertainty. This adds a small amount of phase uncertainty to  the 
gain uncertainty. It is then shown that the new mixed p problem is co.ntinuous. This regularization 
seems reasonably well motivated from an engineering point of view, where unmodeled dynamics 
would always produce some phase uncertainty. 
Furthermore it is shown in [17] that mixed p problems containing some complex uncertainty are, 
under some mild assumptions, contilluous even without the regularization procedure outlined above 
(whereas purely real p problems are not). This is reassuring from an engineering viewpoint since one 
is usually interested in robust performance problems (which therefore contain at  least one complex 
block), or robust stability problems with some unmodeled dynamics, which are naturally covered 
with complex uncertainty. Thus in problems of engineering interest, the potential discontinuity of 
p should not arise, although conditioning of p computation could be a problem and needs more 
study. 
4.2 NP Completeness 
Recent results in [ lo]  show that a special case of computing p with real perturbations only is NP 
complete. While these results do not apply to  the complex only case, new results in [12] show that 
the general mixed (or real) problem is NP complete as well. The results in [12] are based on the 
fact that the indefinite quadratic programming problem given by 
for A E Rnxn, x,p,  bl,  b, E Rn, and c E R can be recast as a mixed p problem. It can be shown easily 
from known results that the indefinite quadratic programming problem in (12) is NP complete, and 
it follows that the mixed p problem is NIP complete as well. 
It is still a fundamental open question in the theory of computational complexity to  determine 
the exact consequences of a problem being NP complete, and we refer the reader to  [18] for an 
in depth treatment of the subject. However, it is generally accepted that a problem being NP 
complete means that it cannot be computed in polynomial time in the worst case. It is important 
to  note that being NP complete is a property of the problem itself, not any particular algorithm. 
The fact that the mixed p problem is NP complete strongly suggests that given any algorithm to 
compute p ,  there will be problems for which the algorithm cannot find the answer in polynomial 
time. This means that for all practical purposes even moderately large examples of such problems 
are computationally intractable. 
For the reader not familiar with these concepts, we offer the following illustration. Consider the 
example in table 1. There we have tabulated two different growth rates versus problem size. For 
each growth rate we have assumed that it represents two different algoritlzms, one which can solve 
a size 10 problem in 10 seconds, and one which can solve a size 10 problem in 0.01 seconds. The 
first growth rate is n3 (where n is the problem size). This is a polynomial time growth rate, and 
is typical of algorithms for eigenvalues, singular values etc. The second growth rate is 2n. This is 
an exponential (non-polynomial) time growth rate, and is typical of algorithms which require one 
to check all the edges or vertices of some polytope. 
It is readily seen that given an algorithm with a polynomial time growth rate we can apply the 
algorithm to larger and larger problems with a reasonable increase in the computational require- 
ments. In contrast, for the exponential time growth rate the increase in computational requirements 
is quite dramatic, and for even moderate sizes the problem rapidly becomes intractable. It is im- 
portant to  note that even if the exponential time algorithm is much faster on small problems it 
still rapidly becomes impractical as the problem size increases. The overriding implication of all 
this is that if we wish to  be able to handle fairly large problems, we must have polynomial time 
algorithms, regardless of the speed on small problems. The fact that the mixed p problem is NP 
complete means that we cannot expect to find such algorithms if we attempt to solve the general 
problem exactly for all cases. 
These results strongly suggest that it is futile to  pursue exact methods for computing p in the 
purely real or mixed case for even moderate (less than 100) numbers of real perturbations. One 
approach to  overcoming this difficulty is to consider special cases of the general problem, which may 
be easier to  solve. The difficulty with this approach is that one would like the resulting algorithm 
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Table 1: Comparison of polynomial and exponential time growth rates 
cases that are easily solvable are too restrictive. For this reason we do not adopt this approach 
here, but rather concentrate on the general problem. Nevertheless, since special cases have been 
the focus of so much research, the remainder of this section will consider those special cases for 
which computation of p is relatively easy. 
4.3 Problems with special structure 
In light of the NP completeness results in the previous section, it is natural to  ask if there are 
special cases of the mixed p problem that are relatively easy to compute. Essentially all such cases 
can be shown lo involve problems where it can be verified a priori that p is equal to  its upper 
bound, and can therefore be computed as a convex optimization problem. Unfortunately, these 
special cases are relevant to  very few problems of engineering interest. 
Although it is somewhat artificial, it is useful to separately consider the nominal system and the 
uncertainty structure (respectively P and A in figure 1)) as one can get easily computable special 
cases from restrictions on each one. In the case of the nominal system, computation is easier when 
it is highly structured, whereas less structure on the uncertainty malies computation easier. Of 
course, problems motivated by real engineering applications typically have general, unstructured 
nominal systems combined with highly structured uncertainty, exactly the opposite of what is ideal 
for computation. 
For simplicity, consider the standard problem of robust stability for the system in figure 1 where 
A is assumed to  be norm bounded by 1. The least structured A would be a single block which 
would be allowed to  be an arbitrary nonlinear, time-varying operator. In that case the small gain 
condition is necessary and suflicielzt, and the test is simply llPlloo < 1. This test is also iff when 
A is restricted to be causal, and further restricted to either linear time-varying (LTV) or linear 
time-invariant (LTI). 
Additional structure on A leads to  p tests of varying complexity, but some special cases exist 
Figure 1: Standard robust stability problem 
when p is equal t o  its upper bound. If A is block diagonal with any number of LTV perturbations 
then recent results, obtained independently by Shamma and Megretskii, show that the exact test 
for this case is equivalent to an upper bound for a complex p problem. Also, if A consists of 3 or 
fewer LTI full blocks, then p is equal to its upper bound. In general, p is not equal to  its upper 
bound for more complex uncertainty structures, unless additional structure is imposed on the P. 
The role of structure on P will be considered in the next section. 
4.4 Restrictions on P and "Kharitonov-type" Results 
A popular research program over the last few years has focused on extending Kharitonov's cele- 
brated result [13] on interval polynomials, one whose coefficients lie in intervals, to  more general 
uncertainty structures. Kharitonov showed that one need only check 4 polynomials to  determine 
stability of the entire family of interval polynomials. Several additional results have since been 
proven for other special cases, such as polynomials whose coefficients are affine in some real pa- 
rameters (see [19] for example), and the solutions typically involve checking the edges or vertices of 
some polytope in the parameter space. It can be shown that restricting the allowed perturbation 
dependence to be affine leads to  a real p problem on a transfer matrix which is rank one. Note 
that this "rank one" assumption is very restrictive. Typically robustness problems motivated by 
real physical systems do not satisfy this assumption. 
The rank one mixed p problem is studied in detail in [20]. The authors develop an analytic 
expression for the solution to  this problem, which is not only easy to compute, but has sublinear 
growth in the problem size. They are then able to  solve several problems from the literature, 
noting that these problems can be treated as special cases of "rank one p problems" and are thus 
"relatively easy to  solve". Even the need to check (a combinatoric number of) edges is shown to 
be unnecessary. 
This rank one case can also be addressed within the frameworli developed here. The following 
theorem gives a solution to  the rank one mixed p problem. 
Theorem 3 ([21]) Suppose we have a rank one matrix M E CnXn, then pK(M) equals its upper 
bound from theorem 2. 
Thus for rank one problems p equals its upper bound and is hence equivalent to  a convex prob- 
lem. There are additional cases where p is equal to  its upper bound, but they are less elegantly 
characterized. 
This theorem reinforces the results of [20] and offers some insight into why the problem becornes 
so much more difficult when we move away from the "affine parameter variation" case to the 
"multilinear" or "polynomial" cases [7]. These correspond to p problems where M is not necessasily 
rank one, and hence may no longer be equal to  the upper bound and so rnay no longer be equivalent 
to  a convex problem (note that there exist rank two matrices for which p does not equal its upper 
bound). This analysis underlines why there are no practical algorithms based on "edge-type" 
theorems, as the results appear to be relevant only to a very special problem. Furthermore, even 
in the very special "affine parameter case" there are a combinatoric number of edges to  check. 
5 Practical Computation of the Bounds 
The theoretical bounds described in section 3 form the basis of our computation scheme. However a 
certain amount of reformulation is required before they can be implemented in an efficient manner, 
which exploits the structure of the problem. This is described briefly in the remainder of this 
section and is presented in greater detail in [22]. The algorithm has been implemented in software 
as a Matlab function (m-file). This has been on P-test at several industrial and academic sites, and 
is currently available in a test version in conjunction with the p-Tools toolbox. We also present 
some numerical experience with the upper and lower bound algorithms, which shows that while 
they are far from optimal, they serve to demonstrate the practicality of this approach, and should 
thus motivate more refined algorithms. 
5.1 The Lower Bound 
In order to  compute a lower bound for p we need to find a local maximum of problem (9) as 
discussed in section 3. It turns out that this can be done efficiently by means of a power iteration. 
The iteration scheme usually converges fairly rapidly and each iteration of the scheme is very 
cheap, requiring only such operations as matrix-vector multiplications and vector inner products. 
The scheme tested here is a very simple power iteration, and does not converge on all problems, 
but in such cases one still obtains a candidate mixed perturbation from the iteration scheme. From 
this one can compute a lower bound (provided that the mixed p problem contains some complex 
uncertainty) by simply wrapping in the real perturbations, and then evaluating the spectral radius of 
the associated complex p problem, scaled by the candidate complex perturbations. The theoretical 
development of the power iteration, together with some aspects of its implementation, is fully 
described in [4] and we will not go into any of the details here. 
5.2 The Upper Bound 
Since the upper bound from theorem 2 is convex, one could tackle it using a variety of convex 
programming techniques. For instance we know that gradient search methods will lead us to  the 
minimum eventually, although they rnay be slow (although the upper bound problem (10) is not in 
general differentiable if the maximum eigenvalue is repeated, it is possible to compute a generalized 
gradient which gives a descent direction). We would like to  exploit the specific structure of the 
problem in order to speed up the computation. In particular we can reformulate the problem via 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 ([22]) Suppose we have a matrix M E Cnxn  and a real scalar /3 > 0, then there exist 
matrices D E D K ,  G E Glc. such that 
if and only if there exist matrices D E 8 ~ )  G E GIC: such that 
It is clear from this that as an alternative to carrying out the minimization in (10) we could. compute 
the 'minimum' /3 > 0 such that 
Note that the theoretical equivalence of the two problems breaks down at /3 = 0 (and so for 
these cases strictly speaking there is no minimum P) but this presents no problem for a practical 
computation scheme since we merely quit if the upper bound falls below some prespecified tolerance 
(which can be arbitrarily small). Each of these two different formulations of the upper bound 
problem has its own advantages. The problem statement from (13) has the advantages that it is 
linear in the matrices D and G,  and is convex (and hence one will not have problems associated 
with local minima). The problem statement from (14) has the advantages that one is trying to  
minimize the norm of a given matrix (which offers some numerical advantages), that D enters 
the problem exactly as in the standard complex p upper bound, that G enters the problem in a 
balanced symmetric fashion, and that G is now a real diagonal matrix. 
The upper bound algorithm implemented here works by initially tackling the problem in the 
form of (14). Here we can use some methods from the complex p bounds, together with various 
other techniques, to  obtain a fairly good estimates of D,G and /3. These are then converted into 
an initial guess for the problem in the form of (13) and the algorithm then proceeds to  improve on 
these. This is covered in greater detail in [22]. 
5.3 Algorithm Performance 
The main issues we are interested in, with regard to  the algorithm performance, are the computa- 
tional requirements of the algorithm, and the accuracy of the resulting bounds. We are interested 
in the typical performance of the algorithm, rather than the worst case (see the discussion in section 
4.2)) and so we examine these properties by running the algorithm repeatedly on a class of random 
problems, and collecting statistical data. The generation of test matrices, and the precise nature 
of the tests, are discussed in detail in [22]. 
One test performed was to examine the average computational requirements for the algorithm 
versus matrix size, and the results are shown in figure 2. The test problems had block structures 
consisting of all scalar uncertainties, with 90% of them chosen as real and the rest complex (although 
the results are typical of other block structures). The same data for the appropriate complex 
p problem is shown for comparison. The results were obtained running Matlab on a Sparc 1 
Matrix Size Matrix Size 
Figure 2: Typical computation requirements versus matrix size for mixed-p problem (solid) and 
complex-p problem (dashed). 
workstation, and it can be seen that we can reasonably expect to handle problems of size 10 in 
about 10 seconds, up to problems of size 50 in about 2-3 minutes. 
It can also be seen that the (experimental) growth rate in computation time for the existing 
implementation is approximately n2. This is probably an artifice of the implementation in Matlab, 
which is an interprative language. A more realistic measure of the computational growth rate is 
in terms of total floating point operations (flops). If this measure is adopted then it is seen that 
the (experimental) growth rate in flops is approximately n3. In any case the algorithm growth rate 
appears reasonable whether measured in terms of time or flops required. 
Another set of tests performed was aimed at evaluating the accuracy of the bounds. This time 
we compared the upper and lower mixed p bounds, and also the mixed p and complex p upper 
bounds. The complex p bounds were obtained by simply replacing all the real perturbations with 
complex ones, but without changing the matrix. Thus the complex upper bound is strictly larger 
than the mixed upper bound. Some results from these tests are shown in figure 3. It can be seen 
that the bounds are reasonably tight, even for the largest (n = 50) problems. Note also that we 
have a fairly wide spread of values for the gap between complex p and mixed p. 
5.4 Practical Examples 
Whilst the results from the previous subsection are very encouraging, it is the algorithm's perfor- 
mance on actual engineering examples that is the real issue. A number of interesting applications 
of the software to  problems arising from real physical systenis lzave already been undertaken. The 
control design of a missile autopilot is considered in [23]. The software is used to  examine the 
robustness (in performance) of the control design to perturbations in Mach number (real), angle 
of attack (real), and unmodeled dynamics (complex). This results in a mixed p problem with two 
repeated scalar real parameters and three full complex blocks. The robust performance p plots for 
this problem, and the associated complex js problem (simply 'covering' the real uncertainties with 
complex ones), are shown in figure 4. It can be seen that the mixed p bounds are quite different 
to the complex p bounds, and the performance predictions for different controllers were also found 
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Figure 3: Typical ratios of mixed-p lower to upper bounds, and mixed-,u to  complex-IL upper 
bounds, for matrices of sizes 10 (solid), 20 (dashed), 30 (dotted), and 50 (dashdot). 
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Figure 4: Robust performance p plots for the missile autopilot problem. 
to  be different. It was found that the controller/performance predictions from the mixed p bounds 
were borne out by the simulations. 
Control of a flexible structure is considered in [24], and the robustness of the design is evaluated 
with respect to  variations in the natural frequencies of the structural modes (real), as well as 
unmodeled dynamics (complex). This results in a mixed p problem with five scalar real parameters 
and three full complex blocks. The robust performance p plots for this problem, and the associated 
complex p problem are shown in figure 5. Interestingly in this case, because of the way the 
uncertainties entered the system, the mixed and complex bounds are seen to  be very close. The 
control design predictions were verified in simulation and experiment. For these (and several other) 
examples the software worked well, providing tight bounds for the associated mixed ,u problems. 
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Figure 5: Robust perforliiance p plots for the flexible structure problem. 
5.5 The Next Generation of Algorithrns 
Note that in the previous subsections we encountered problems (both randomly generated and 
practically motivated) where the values of mixed p and complex p could be far apart or close 
together. Since it is hard to  know a-priori which case one will encounter it is important to  have 
good performance from both the upper and lower bound algorithms. 
Recall that the lower bound takes the form of a power iteration, whose convergence is not 
guaranteed in all cases. It is well known that tlze convergence properties of standard eigenvalue 
and singular value power algorithms (which can be obtained as special cases of this algorithm) can 
be improved by inverse iteration, and similar adaptations to  the mixed p power algorithm are being 
investigated. Preliminary results have shown an improvement in the convergence properties, and 
it is hoped that further refinements will enable the convergence to a local maximum of (9) to  be 
guaranteed [25]. 
The mixed p upper bound (in the form of (10)) can be viewed a,s a special case of a class of 
LMI problems. The solution of LMI's is a subject of much research interest right now [26], since 
they appear in many control problems. This algorithm represents a first attempt at solving one 
particular LMI. As more refined algorithms for the solution of LMI's appear, then they can be used 
to improve the p upper bound computation. 
Note that all the previous tests were aimed at evaluating the typical performance of the algo- 
rithm, and it appears that the algorithm is performing well for most problems. This does not mean 
however that one cannot encounter mixed p problems where the gap between the upper and lower 
bounds is large, and it can be seen from figure 3 that a few such cases were found. Furthermore it 
is possible in fact to  construct matrices for which the gap between mixed p and the (theoretical) 
upper bound from theorem 2 is arbitrarily large (regardless of the computation method). For these 
cases one must consider improving the bounds themselves. A promising approach is to  use the 
existing bounds as part of a Branch and Bound scheme, which iteratively refines thern. This is 
discussed in the following section. 
6 Branch and Bound 
The basic idea behind Branch and Bound schemes, in the context of the mixed p problem, is that 
one has some algorithm for computing upper and lower bounds for mixed p,  but the bounds may 
be far apart. In order to  refine the bounds one may 'chop' the subspace of real parameters into two 
subdomains and then evaluate the bounds on each subdomain (branch). One thus obtains upper 
and lower bounds for each subdomain of the partitioned space, and by choosing the largest of each 
of these we obtain new upper and lower bounds for the original problem. This process is then 
repeated as often as necessary, to  refine the bounds as accurately as desired. 
It is immediately apparent that one has the potential to encounter problems with exponential 
growth rates using this approach, and in fact we can construct problems which exhibit this behavior. 
This is not a t  all surprising since this scheme provides us with an algorithm to compute guaranteed 
bounds for mixed p ,  which we know to be an N P  hard problem. The real issue is whether or not 
we can produce a "practical" scheme, whose typical computation time is polynomial (despite the 
fact that the worst case computation time is exponential). This issue is pursued in the remainder 
of this section and is treated in greater depth in [27]. 
In order to  address this problem one must consider the tradeoff between the computational 
cost versus accuracy of the bounds themselves, for any given sub-problem, and also the amount 
of computational cost one is prepared to pay in order to evaluate a good direction to  chop the 
remaining subspace. A preliminary examination of these questions was carried out in [5], and the 
results strongly suggest that for a practical Branch and Bound scheme the methods for computing 
the bounds and the chopping criterion are absolutely critical to the performance on even medium 
sized problems. One is prepared to  spend a high computational cost on both of these, provided it 
is still polynomial time, since one is potentially avoiding exponential time growth in the behavior 
of the Branch and Bound scheme (note that if any branch yields no improvement in the bounds 
then the subsequent computation can be doubled, since the same computation may have to  be 
performed for each branch). Experimental results pertaining to  these issues are presented in [5], 
and (in greater detail) in [27]. 
We would like to know what kind of performance level we can expect to  achieve from a Branch 
and Bounds scheme. It is clear from the above results that we need to  use sophisticated bounds 
(despite their computational expense) if we expect to  get any kind of high performance scheme 
with reasonable computational requirements for fairly large problems. In order to  examine the 
properties of such a scheme we implemented a Branch and Bounds scheme using the best currently 
available bounds (including a preliminary version of a new lower bound from [25]). This was then 
used to collect statistical data on the performance, by running the scheme repeatedly on essentially 
random problems (again, we are interested in typical, rather than worst case, performance for 
reasons discussed earlier). 
This Branch and Bound scheme was used to compute upper and lower bounds for mixed p 
problems on a class of random complex matrices. In order to attempt to  make these problems 
representative of ones we might encounter in practice, they were constructed by first generating 
a random state space system, and then evaluating the transfer matrix at some frequency, usually 
placed approximately in the middle of tlie modes. The uncertainties consisted of m, real scalars, 
and (approximately) complex scalars, where m, ranged from 2 to 64. The results from one 
such batch of tests are shown in figure 6. There we have plotted the required number of branches 
versus number of real parameters for a series of Branch and Bound tests. Thus the curves represent 
required computational effort versus problem size. For each curve we have plotted the worst problem 
encountered from a pre-set number of runs, where for each problem the requirement for convergence 
was to  reach a pre-specified tolerance between the upper and lower bounds, as labeled on the curve. 
Tolerances of 1%) 5%, 10% and 20% were considered, and for any problem the run was terminated 
if it failed to  converge to  the required tolerance within 100 branches (hence some of the curves 
terminate preliiaturely if the next problem size did not converge in time). Note that the graph is 
plotted on a log-linear scale, so that any straight line with non-zero slope represents an exponential 
growth rat,e. 
No. of Real Parameters 
Figure 6: Branch and Bound computational requirements for varying degrees of required accuracy 
It is clear from figure 6 that if the tolerance is set tight enough then the typical growth rate 
is unacceptable (see the 1% curve for example). Thus as the problem size increases the required 
computation quickly becomes impractical, and so we cannot expect to  be able to  achieve these 
tolerances. Note however that for the 20% curve the computational requirements remain modest 
even for the largest problems tested. Thus we can reasonably expect to be able to  achieve this 
level of accuracy. Fortunately this degree of accuracy is quite sufficient for engineering purposes. 
It is important to  keep in mind that our mathematical models are only approximations to  real 
physical systems, and the uncertainties are intended to cover the deficiencies in our knowledge 
of that system. Thus it is somewhat naive to  think that we can have precise knowledge of the 
uncertainty levels in real engineering problems. 
It is interesting to note that for the 20% level the bounds were usually within tolerance at the 
first try, so that it was usually not necessary to branch at all. This suggests that if one is interested 
in solving fairly large problems, then one can only expect the Branch and Bound scheme to achieve 
a degree of accuracy that the bounds usually get anyway! Thus the Branch and Bound scheme is 
not being used as a general computatioll scheme per se, but only to  fix the occasional problems 
for which the bounds are poor, and for these problems to achieve the degree of accuracy which 
the bounds typically get. This reinforces the results in [5] and emphasizes the necessity for good 
bounds. 
To further illustrate this point consider the plot in figure 7. This plot shows a mixed p compu- 
tation for a problem with 4 real and 1 complex scalar uncertainties, where the initial bounds were 
quite poor (85% relative gap as opposed to a typical level of less than 20%). We have plotted the 
current upper and lower bounds for the problem versus the number of branches, so that the progress 
of the Branch and Bound scheme on the problem can be seen. It is readily apparent that initially 
quite rapid progress is made so that in only 29 steps the new bounds are within 20%. However it 
is also apparent that the progress of the scheme slows quite dramatically after this point, so that 
achieving greater levels of accuracy requires substantially more computational effort, and rapidly 
becomes impractical. 
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Figure 7: Progress of Branch and Bound for a hard problem 
The study of the use of cheap versus sophisticated bounds made in [5] employed Branch and 
Bound schemes using methods from the extreme ends of the spectrum. In other words the best 
currently available bounds (which are quite computationally intensive) were compared to  some 
very crude bounds (which are cheap to  compute), when employed in a Branch and Bounds scheme. 
The overwhelming conclusion, as discussed earlier, was in favor of the more sophisticated bounds. 
In order to  examine this question more deeply we compared the use of the best bounds we had 
available to  the next best we could use in a Branch and Bound scheme. The results are plotted in 
figure 8. The left hand plot was generated using a Branch and Bound scheme employing the bounds 
previously discussed. We will refer to this as scheme A. The results in the right hand plot came 
from a scheme employing the same lower bound, and an upper bound obtained by covering the real 
parameters with complex ones, and then evaluating the complex p upper bound. Essentially this 
amounts to  enforcing the choice G = 0, in ( l o ) ,  and so this bound is a little cheaper to  compute, 
but not quite as good, as (10). We will refer to this scheme as scheme B. The results are shown 
for a series of mixed ,u problems with 4 real and 1 complex scalar uncertainties. We have plotted 
the relative gap between the bounds versus the number of branches on a log-log scale. Thus we see 
the progress of the Branch and Bound schemes with time, and for clarity a number of tolerance 
levels between the bounds are labeled. Note that for scheme A all the problems reached tolerances 
of 10% within 6 branches whereas for scheme B several problems failed to  reach 10% within the 
allowed 100 branches. Furthermore the typical performance for scheme B can be clearly seen to 
be inferior to  scheme A. It is clear that even this level of reduction in the quality of the bounds 
markedly affects the performance of the overall scheme. Thus we are led to  conclude once more 
that the performance of the bounds is crucial to the performance of the overall scheme, and that 
for a high performance Branch and Bound scheme it is important to use the best bounds available. 
No of Branche* No of Branchcs 
Figure 8: Comparison of Branch and Bound schemes 
7 Mixed p Synthesis 
The problem of synthesising a controller which is (optimally) robust to  structured mixed uncertainty 
is very difficult, since the associated optimization problem is not convex. Furthermore it seems 
intuitively clear that the synthesis problem is at least as hard as the analysis problem, which is 
known to be N P  complete. Some exact solutions have been presented for special cases of the 
synthesis problem (see [28] for example, which reduces the "rank one" p synthesis problem to a 
convex optirnization problem), but these are all cases for which the analysis problem also simplifies 
considerably. As yet there is no globally optimal solution to the general synthesis problem (even in 
the purely complex case), and no indication that one will be forthcoming in the foreseeable future. 
Nevertheless the (complex) p-synthesis procedure first outlined in [29] has been successfully 
applied to  a large number of engineering problems (see [24] for example). This procedure involves 
a "D-K iteration" between coniputing the p upper bound, and solving for an H ,  (sub) optimal 
controller (both of which are convex problems). This procedure, which was developed for p problems 
involving only complex blocks, does not guarantee to  find the globally p-optimal controller, but has 
often been found to work well in practice. In light of this it seems that a reasonable approach to 
the mixed p synthesis problem is to  attempt to extend the above procedure to  the mixed case, by 
exploiting the new analysis tools for the mixed p upper bound described in the preceding sections. 
This is a direction of current research. 
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